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BOB MULLIGAN

A

fter taking two planes in the middle of the night,
I arrived late at LAX airport in Los Angeles.
Dvora Weil, along with her husband, picked me up at the airport. We
had a brief middle of the night visit with long time astrologer and energy healer,
Sandra Michaels at the airport Hilton; then drove to Calabasas where we prepared for the first OPA one day workshop.
This workshop is the brain child of Arlan Wise, who suggested this as a
method to familiarize astrologers with OPA; we are always looking to attract
more people to the cause of professional astrology. After our winter board meeting in January a group of us had spent two days working on this material at my
home. Los Angeles, is the first materialization of our collective effort.
On Saturday, April 10th, 2010, six of us gathered in Dvora’s home for our first
one day workshop. We explored basic OPA principles for establishing a professional practice. Both new and old OPA members grappled with the issues important for professional astrology. We spent the first half of the day examining
issues of earning a living as a professional astrologer in the 21st century:
• Ways to attract and keep clients
• How to manage a practice
• How to use technology to improve efficiency
We spent the afternoon doing peer supervision with each other; it was excellent. Each person presented a challenging case history from their practice. It is
fair to say that each of us left the workshop inspired and full.
After the workshop we had a meeting on the certification program; Dvora
Weil, Gisele Terry, Karen White and I went over the requirements for OPA
certification, the program to certify group leaders, and the timeline to move forward. Lots of progress was made quickly.
Karen White, our new marketing director, lives in Los Angles; I had the great
pleasure of having dinner with her and her husband late in the evening while in
Los Angeles.
Our next one day workshop will be in Connecticut June 12, 2010 in Manchester. Arlan Wise, Jacqueline Janes and Robert Corre will be our presenters.
To register: call Arlan Wise 508-645-9292 or email arlanw@vineyard.net. The
cost of the workshop is $75 and you receive $100 off the price of the retreat for
attending…already registered for the retreat…then you can attend the workshop for free.
We are having board elections this summer in June. If you would like to run
for a board position please let me know during the month of [CONTINUED ON PAGE 11]
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Being an Astrologer
is Not Just Being an
Astrologer

W

e, as
professional
astrologers,
invest a lot of energy
to defend and prove
the system we are so
passionate about. Prominent
astrologers have conducted numerous
research trials throughout the years
with the purpose of establishing
credibility to the craft. Computer
experts have written highly
sophisticated programs that attempt
to find common denominators among
a large group of charts. We often
quote the famous figures that have
spoken out about [CONTINUED ON PAGE 2]
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the validity of astrology according to
before, but has not been able to prove
their experience, among them head of
the validity of astrology according to
states, politicians and successful
the criterions of the scientific
business people.
community.
We also quote
Hopefully, Richard
important people
Tarnas’ book, Cosmos
We experience
who have
and Psyche, will
publicly affirmed astrology at the core make an impact on
their use of
of our being. We are open minded people
astrology, i.e.,
who will be willing
Newton, Jung, JP
to take the time to
confident about
Morgan and
read this fascinating
astrology’s absolute body of work and
more. We
continuously feel
will be at least be
indisputable
the need to
curious about it.
explain, defend
Meanwhile, the
truthfulness.
and prove. But
question still
alas, we do so to no avail. How
remains: whom are we defending?
exhausting. The question is whom are
Do we want to “convert” the “nonwe defending and what is it that we
believers?” Do we want to prove
want to prove?
astrology to the skeptics or give them
We certainly don’t invest all this
Newton’s answer: “we have studied it
effort for us, our fellow astrologers.
you did not? And maybe it is not
We don’t need that. We experience
astrology that we are defending.
astrology at the core of our being. We
Maybe we are actually defending
are confident about astrology’s
OURSELVES? We might want to
absolute indisputable truthfulness. We explore the possibility that we are
remain loyal to it even when at times
defending our bruised egos and
when we are confused or disappointed hurtful souls for all the years of being
about our performance to interpret or
questioned, ridiculed and mocked for
predict. We, astrologers, DON’T
being invested in astrology. Is it
BELIEVE in astrology, we KNOW it possible that our passion to prove the
to be true, valid, and valuable. We
validity of astrology is a way to heal
know that astrology is a part of a
our own wounds? If this is so, we
universal truth, that it has been around project our vulnerabilities to the
for thousands of years, and is solid and public, hoping to gain its approval.
dependable like the cycles of day and
And, like the nature of projections, we
night, the seasons of the year, and the
might be chasing the wind.
entire universal system.
We take astrology close and personal
I believe (yes, I am a Sag.) that
because being an astrologer is not just
astrology does not even want us to
being an astrologer. Defending
prove it, no more than G-D wants to
astrology is so important to us because
it represents an important part of our
prove His existence to us. I believe
that if it were at all possible, we would belief system. It represents our
spirituality, and as such it touches deep
have proven astrology “scientifically”
layers of our psyche. Mocking our
long ago. The human mind has
interest in
explained many other complex ideas
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 3]
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astrology feels like a brutal assault on
our inner shrine, on our deepest
connection to the numinous, our
connection to G-D and the G-D
within us. Who among us has not
been asked: “Do you really believe in
all that nonsense?” “Are you really
taking all this mumbo jumbo
seriously?” “You…? I thought you
were more intelligent than that…”
Didn’t we feel hurt then, even if we
chose to conceal it? I did. I am sure
many of you did as well. This is why
being an astrologer is so much more
than being an astrologer. This is why
we feel so passionate to bring
credibility to astrology. We hope by
doing so we can protect our selfesteem, our self-image, and our egos.
Am I suggesting that we should not
invest energy on research to prove our
craft? No. I am not saying that. There
can be a place to research and explore,
but let us take care of ourselves first
and look for answers within. Let us
look at the bright side. We are blessed
by being touched by the numinous.
We are blessed by finding such a
meaningful interest that enriches our
life. Let us invest our energy in
deepening our expertise, sharpening
our method of interpretations, and
creating a community of professional
astrologers committed to practice
with the utmost professionalism,
ethics and responsible manners.
My thoughts about that are topics
for following articles.
OPA member, Dvora Weil PhD MFT, is a
pychotherapist and astrologer in private
practice.
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BY ALEXANDRA KARACOSTAS

O

ur friends and colleagues have been kind enough to share with
us about their lives. What follows are their mini stories which
reveal something of both their professional and personal sides.
It is my privilege to have visited with everyone. Thank you all!
Ron has always been interested in astrology. About
Ron Archer
fifteen years ago, while living in Memphis, TenSouth Florida
nessee, he became more familiar with it through a
neighbor. In 2001 he met his first mentor, and after relocating to Florida in 2004, he
joined the South Florida Astrological Association, a local astrology group. It was during that time he pursued a more structured course of study with a local astrologer. In
2006 he attended his first OPA retreat. It was there that it occurred to him that he,
too, could become a professional astrologer. So it began….
Ron seeks to blend life coaching techniques and consulting skills into his work
with astrology and values a more practical approach to its interpretation. His mission
is to connect the worlds of technology and
astrology and create a “virtual lifestyle”,
where he can work from anywhere, which
appeals to Ron.
Professionally, Ron has been building
websites for non-profit and humanitarian
groups. He sees his role as a “translator” and
today, through his practice, he also translates
astrological symbols in order to enlighten his
clients. Ron is dedicated to learning more
about the art and science of astrology and has
begun studying horary astrology. He appreciates the recent trend to unearth the older
concepts of astrology as a means of maintaining its integrity. We at OPA are fortunate to
have Ron serving as our esteemed web-master. Thank you, Ron! [CONTINUED ON PAGE 4]
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More Starvine

Shaun lives in the Bronx,
Shortly it will go to publishing and
New York where he enthuhopefully we’ll see it on the booksiastically works building
shelves soon. It is about healing the
his practice as a professeparation of spirit and matter, a fasional astrologer. After
miliar journey to Dianne.
leaving his day job last year
Her conscious awareness of being
Shaun Berry
he launched his web-site
on a spiritual path goes back to readNew York
www.soul-map.com.
ing Linda Goodman and ParamaShaun holds a degree in Business and is
hansa Yogananda’s, Autobiography of a
continuing his studies in Behavioral SciYogi. Her awareness expanded as a result
ence.
of reading A Course in Miracles. From that
Though Shaun has always been atpoint on her curiosity developed into a life
tracted to philosophy and metaphysics, it
long commitment to her spiritual journey.
was not until the late 1990’s that he
In fact, at one point, Dianne considered
started reading books by Edgar Cayce and becoming a Unity minister!
Linda Goodman. These opened him up to
After moving to Virginia in 1986, Dithe world of astrology. In 2002, he became anne found her first astrology teacher,
deeply inspired by John Willner’s book
Sheila Kendall, someone who had a large
The Perfect Horoscope, which led him to
part in helping her become an astrologer.
his current passions: astrological research,
In addition, she also took a workshop with
forecasts precision and holistic application Edwin Steinbrecher – “a little far-out” she
of totally functional horoscopes. His prisays, but valuable in retrospect. In early
mary astrology teacher has been the direct 1992 Dianne received a consultation with
observation and experience of daily life!
an astrologer who totally impressed her. It
Shaun is interested in increasing human
was then that she began a serious study of
potential through his work in astrology.
astrology and became hooked.
He wants to contribute to society by helpDianne feels that with the present
ing people become self empowered. He
Uranus/Jupiter conjunctions, we have the
looks forward to astrology gaining respect
opportunity to cultivate our collective wisaround the world as a diagnostic and divdom and grow up. It is the good news
ination tool. Shaun is enthused about the
about the bad news of the cardinal square.
various ways we can “integrate this art and She imagines a dynamic summer ahead as
ancient science in daily life”. Your enthusi- the voice of astrology grows and expands.
asm is contagious!
There is no breakthrough without a
breakdown. Priorities are re-balancing ~
Dianne Eppler-Adams
very exciting times!

Virginia

The day I spoke with Dianne was a big
day for her. She had just finished the last
piece of her
book, Conscious Footsteps:
Finding
Spirit in
Everyday
Matters.
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Nancy Fisher
Colorado
I had the pleasure of meeting Nancy at
the OPA retreat last year as well. Although her interest and studies of astrology go back to the 1970’s, she never
imagined herself as a professional astrologer and instead went on to become a
nurse. She worked as an Intensive Care
R.N. for the last twenty two years!
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In 2007 Nancy started studying with
Stephen Forrest in his apprentice program. She also began attending as many
conferences as possible, all with the intention of becoming a professional astrologer.
This has required transitioning from the
mindset of a
wage earner to
someone selfemployed.
Nancy became
involved with OPA
a year later and claims this connection has
helped her tremendously in meeting so
many helpful professional people. Recently
she completed her web-site www.seventhrayastrology.com. The process of creating it was quite valuable in helping Nancy
cultivate and better articulate her identity
as an astrologer.
Nancy is passionate about the beauty of
nature and astrology. Both serve as spiritual paths in her life. Her interest and
dream is to find the connection between
astrology and energy or chakra medicine the direction she feels allopathic medicine
will eventually go. Her background lends
itself well to the mind/body connection
and medical astrology. She appreciates
getting to know the “tribe” of astrologers
and its community has become a meaningful part of her life. Ditto, Nancy!

Tania Gilchrist
New Zealand
Tania is a native to Christchurch, New
Zealand, where she lives and practices as a
professional consulting astrologer. In 1996
she started a three year “Diploma Course
in Astrology”. Just weeks into the course,
she recognized astrology as her calling.
Since then she has lived and breathed astrology, applying it to every area of her life.
Tania now conducts workshops and offers consultations out of a metaphysical
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shop in town.
Through the Internet she has been
able to connect to
the larger metaphysical and astrological community.
This has been a
blessing for Tania as
there are only a handful of professional
astrologers in Christchurch. Her passion
is teaching, sharing and giving people
tools for life. Astrology has provided her
that venue. With five Virgo planets, she
wants her consultations to be grounded,
useful and practical.
Tania’s basic astrological framework is
Hellenistic, at least that is where she likes
to start. Her greatest wish is to be able to
share this wealth of information with as
many people as possible. She aspires to
teaching others how to chart their own
lunar cycles and to use this art as a daily
practice. Timing is everything!

Alice Kashuba
Florida
Alice lives in Florida with her husband,
where I had the pleasure of getting to
know her last January at our winter board
retreat. Currently, Alice
is serving on OPA’s
board as treasurer and
accountant. She is
our fearless leader in
that department and
we are fortunate to
have her with us!
From her earliest memories as a young
girl, Alice recalls her mom’s astrology and
Rosicrucian books on the kitchen table.
Later in life, Alice became serious about
studying astrology after a consultation
with someone “down to earth” who offered her a larger perspective through the
lens of astrology and metaphysics. Initially, she was drawn to the work of Alan
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Oken, Alice Bailey and other evolutionary astrologers.
Alice appreciates astrology as a
means to become more conscious,
and as a tool for spiritual growth
and self discovery. Growth and
evolution are necessary so it can
find its appropriate place in our
contemporary society. Historically,
she says, astrology encompassed all
aspects of life, but became fragmented in
the last several centuries. She thinks it
would be wonderful for astrologers to
work more closely together in order to
integrate our profession for the benefit of
the greater whole. Presently, Alice is
working on a book, The Fairchild
Symbols. We wish you great success!

counseling with astrology
and often works with a
client online for a few
weeks to a couple
months at a time. Astrology
remains one of the few things he has
pursued for the last forty years, along
with his work in the mental health field.
He is the author of The Astrological
Imagination:
Where Psyche and Cosmos Meet.
Brad is not certain what the future
holds for him as he approaches retirement. More travel, education, and a tranquil life seem attractive - even attending
an OPA retreat, if only to experience
working with other astrologers. We hope
to see you soon!

Brad Kochunas
Ohio
I was pleased to visit with Brad
recently after meeting him at UAC in
Denver in 2008. While still in college in
the late 1960’s Brad met Bruce Marshall
and Alan Oken, and was inspired to learn
astrology. As a History of Religions
undergrad and graduate student, Brad
elected to do his master's thesis on “the
presence of sacred time and sacred space
in astrology.” He also designed post grad
work on the theory and application of
astrology to counseling. Later he used
astrology with counseling and taught
classes on “Expanding Self-Awareness
with Myth and Metaphor” in prison
where he's worked for the last 27 years.
Licensed as a counselor, Brad has been
afforded many opportunities to help his
clients by using astrology in his
counseling. He said that working with
the men who will never get out of prison
and their coming to terms with that fact
has been most rewarding and satisfying.
Brad enjoys a limited astrology practice
in civilian life with e-consults. His
practice is designed to integrate
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Dr. Lilian Laishley
Tennessee
For over twenty years Lilan has been a
consulting astrologer. She is also a licensed professional counselor, life coach,
and university professor, currently residing
in Chattanooga , Tennessee.
Her friend and colleague, Andrea
Conlon, introduced her to astrology in
the late 1970’s. At that time they lived in
Boston and were students of Isabel
Hickey. It was true [CONTINUED ON PAGE 6]
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More Starvine
immersion into the world of astrology!
Lilan also studied symbols and imagery
with Joseph Campbell while living in
NYC in the 1980's. Her passions include
symbols and ritual, psychological astrology, and Jungian archetypes. She uses the
power of symbols as a way to connect to
the psyche and loves to teach students and
clients how to use their astrological chart
as a method of self discovery. When it
comes to astrology, she also prefers to
stick to the basics and keep it simple!
Lilan is optimistic about astrology becoming a viable professional alternative in
the future, much like being an artist or
psychologist. While attending an OPA
Retreat and later a UAC conference she
was very impressed by the level of professionalism and has since wondered how we
can begin earning CEU’s for this type of
education and information. One of her
motivations in earning her Ph.D. in Religious Studies from the University of
Pittsburgh was to add respectability to the
field of astrology. She'd love to hear from
you so send an email to
drlilan@laishley.com or go to her website
at www.laishley.com. Thank you, Lilan,
for being the star you are!

Judy Lundquist
Kansas
It was my pleasure to meet Judy last
year at the OPA retreat at Asilomar.
Judy’s
interest in
astrology
began in
her college
days when
she was a
psychology
and math
major. She
purchased several books on the subject
hoping to disprove astrology altogether.
While researching it she started
discovering that it really worked, though
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she did not understand how. She
continued doing charts. As a math major
she particularly enjoyed doing them by
hand. As a psych major she appreciated
the insight astrology offered in
relationships and the inner workings of
individual psychology. Through attending
conferences and reading, Judy became self
taught. She especially enjoys forecasting
and horary astrology.
In a nutshell, Judy spent the next thirty
years or so in corporate America. She was
also raising children, all the while still
practicing astrology. Late in 2007 during
a major Pluto/IC transit, she walked away
from her job willing to meet an uncertain
future. Since then Judy has been reorienting her life in new ways. She has been
writing songs and stories, having entered
a different and creative phase of her life.
She is presently taking Robert Corre’s
class which she feels is taking her practice
to a new level. Judy is currently focused
on finishing a sun-sign book based on
personal stories she began seven years ago.
We look forward to seeing Judy again at
the next OPA retreat!

Ray Merriman
Michigan
Many of us are familiar with Ray
though his work with ISAR and his contributions to the world of financial astrology, but his professional career has in
actuality been far more diverse.
While still in undergraduate school he
became acquainted with Ron Davidson’s
work, which thoroughly impressed him.
By the end of 1967 Ray was camping out
at bookstores reading and immersing
himself in astrology. Shortly thereafter he
started doing charts. These helped pay his
way through school. After graduation Ray
opened a bookstore, the “Sidereal Center
for Astrology”, which he managed until
he left the area in 1971 to serve his military obligation as a conscientious objector.
In his service to the country's “national
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health, interest, and safety”, Ray was hired
as a coordinator for a national adolescent
drug use limitation and prevention program, training young adults with drug
abuse problems to transition back into society. He continued his day job while
teaching astrology classes in the evenings
at his home. In March 1978, through a
friend, he was hired to do some research
on stocks in the market and made his first
suggestion using financial astrology. It
was a success, as the five stocks he recommended made a combined 28% gain by
September, when he advised getting out!
Ray’s first book, The Gold Book: Geocosmic Correlations to Gold Price Cycles, is a
quantitative analyses through the lens of
astrology. This was the book that started
it all. Since
that time
Ray has
worked at
Prudential
Bache Security, E.F.
Hutton,
and finally
as Account
V.P. of Retail Commodities Futures for
Paine Webber. In 1994 Ray decided to
work full time on his own business and financial market timing newsletter, the
“Merriman Market Analyst” and the
“MMA Cycles Report”.
At different times between the years of
1992 and 2008, Ray served as president of
ISAR a total of 12 years! During that
time ISAR expanded and met with great
success as an organization. He said it was
a marvelous and educational experience,
mutually beneficial.
Today Ray appreciates and enjoys his
life. He is in the process of finishing Volume Five of The Ultimate Book on Stock
Market Timing. He would like to open a
two-year academy to teach the system he
has created for financial astrology and
train future analysts and money managers.
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He wants to educate people how to trade
and invest in harmony with the cosmos.
We are grateful for Ray’s contributions
and wish him continued success!

Victoria Peltz
Ohio
I had just finished an interesting and
thought provoking article in the
ISAR Journal titled
“The Lily
Chart 2010”
by Victoria
when I
called her
on the phone. The article discusses realization of the 2012 Mayan prophesies as
early as the summer of 2010! If you
haven’t read it, do.
Coming from a strong Christian background, Victoria started learning astrology a “long time ago” with Parker’s
Compleat Astrologer. After a consultation
with Buz Myers, which “knocked her off
her feet”, she became hooked. Reading
Dane Rudhyar and Joan McEvers, Victoria said that it felt like she was remembering this body of knowledge rather than
learning it. A turning point in her life and
her studies came when standing on top of
the Great Pyramid of Giza in the early
1980s while Jupiter, Saturn and the Full
Moon together were conjunct both her
natal Neptune and her MC in Libra. She
discovered added depth and richness in
the works of Alice Bailey and developed
an even greater appreciation of how charts
reflect a person’s spiritual experience and
relationships. Victoria likes to refer to
horoscopes as “entry point navigation
charts”. She is also interested in family relationship themes found in birth charts,
and electional astrology.
Victoria hopes to see the validity of astrology become more supported as a sci-
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ence and an art in the decades to come.
She is certainly doing her part!

David R. Railey
Georgia
David has been a full
time professional
consulting astrologer for
over thirty years. He
originally came into
contact with astrology in
the 1970’s through his
meditation teacher, who
was a student of astrology.
Within a short period of
time he was fascinated
with astrology.
While living in Virginia Beach he
studied with Vicki Green and in Atlanta
with Rosemary Jones. By 1976 David had
become a licensed astrologer, practicing in
Atlanta. He feels very fortunate to have
been able to earn his sole income through
astrology since 1978. David attributes his
success largely to peer and community
support and energetic dedication to
his work.
David considers himself a “G.P.” (general practitioner) of astrology, using any
technique that works, old and new, depending on what is called for
at the time. He enjoys being
creative and flexible while
keeping up with what is
current in the field of astrology. Though primarily a
tropical/western astrologer,
he has become more open
to all branches of astrology.
David is concerned about
the lack of professionalism
and critical thinking in the
field of astrology. He imagines it may take another one hundred
years of serious students to develop astrology into an academic discipline. He also
believes it is not up to astronomers to accept astrology, but up to astrologers to or-
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ganize their field in a skilled and expert
manner.
David’s professional focus remains on
personal growth and predictive astrology,
but his passion is Lunar Nodes.
He is the author of “Soul
Purpose”, an excellent book
about our life path based on the
Moon’s nodes. The second
edition came out in 2009 and is
presently being re-written in
Chinese. He hopes to write
another book on “case history
studies” and looks forward to
participating in more
conferences in the years ahead.
We look forward to seeing David
at an OPA Retreat soon!

Melanie Reinhart
United Kingdom
When I asked Melanie to tell us how
she first became involved with astrology
she said “Well, it’s a Chiron story…”.
How apropos! Shortly before her tenth
birthday, Melanie fell and broke her left
arm badly. Consequently, there was much
time off school which she spent at the
local library in Rhodesia where she grew
up. One shelf held books on religion, psychology, and philosophy, and included
one book on astrology which she read
with glee. Immediately she recognized
the book as superficial and knew that
there was much
more to astrology.
She began conducting her own research.
While at the university in Cape Town,
South Africa, she became familiar with
Dane Rudhyar’s work. A few years later
while living in a community in England,
she found an entire [CONTINUED ON PAGE 8]
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More Starvine
library of Dane Rudhyar’s books, which
she devoured! Her astrological education
was gained principally through observation and experience as she lived in a
large, diverse community. Melanie never
had a “teacher” in her early professional
life, other than the experiential “feel” of
transits, moon phases, celestial events,
etc. Eventually Melanie completed the
“Diploma of Astrological Studies” curriculum, but adhered to observation as
her primary learning tool.
Melanie feels that the astrological language is the most sophisticated and richest language of the soul. She always
endeavors to help students and clients
learn about astrology by using it to increase their own self knowledge and
awareness. She hopes that we can more
clearly see the toxic nonsense “out there”
and maintains that part of our job is to
discern between facts and factoids, and
to recognize “astrological junk food” for
what it is. At the time we visited,
Melanie told me that finally, the revised
proof copy of Chiron and the Healing
Journey was finished. This is a book she
originally wrote under the
Saturn/Uranus conjunction in 1988. The
revision was published under the Saturn/Uranus oppositions how perfect. Thank you for
all your contributions,
Melanie!

Ellen Zucker
Pennsylvania
Ellen is from Philadelphia and, in fact, lives in
the same house she grew
up in! As an early teen Ellen’s curiosity
in astrology was piqued after reading
Linda Goodman’s Sun Signs. Soon
after, she was amazed to discover a
plethora of astrology books in the public
library and came to particularly appreci-
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ate the work of Grant Lewi.
Ellen's party entertainment business,
Faces & Fortunes www.facesandfortunes.com, provides her with a platform
to share Astrology and Tarot in a social
setting. She is also a caricature artist and
books other metaphysical practitioners
and artists for parties and events in the
Philadelphia area.
The Internet is a big part of Ellen’s
work, where she has learned internet
marketing skills to practice astrology online. It has been only recently that Ellen
has come out of the closet as an astrologer, developing another web-site,
www.practicalastrologyandtarot.com.
Ellen values astrology as a self discovery tool, for timing events, and likes to
share this with others. She prefers to use
astrology in combination with the tarot
and hopes that sometime in the near future she can earn her income through
this type of work. She has a deep appreciation for all of the metaphysical arts.
On the horizon Ellen imagines more
grass root astrological organizations. She
believes that by working together we can
re-shape the times we live in and our future! By the way, for five years OPA was
the beneficiary of Ellen’s services as
newsletter and e-zine director. We still miss her!

Would you like to
be interviewed?
We are always
looking to feature
our bright stars!
Please drop me
a line or call at
530-520-9992,
alexandrakaracostas
@yahoo.com.
www.wisdomastrology.com
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A New Year with
So Many Changes
Deborah Jane Castles
Thompson passed away on
November 16,2009.
Things will never be the same
at the Sapphire Mine without
Deb. Her presence will always
be missed and her memory
never forgotten.
Memorial services for Deb
were held on April 25, 2010 at
the Sapphire to celebrate her
life.

Long time OPA
member and friend,
Deb Thompson
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Then there was the time at the
Denver UAC. After listening to a
panel of astrologers discuss their
presidential predictions and
comments on the inauguration date,
Deb proceeded to call the White
House to tell them they needed to
change the inauguration time based
on the inauspicious astrological
alignment!

R e m e m b e r i n g
D e b

T h o m p s o n

Deb truly cared about people and
world events. An active member of
FEMA, she spent many months
living under less than ideal
conditions, aiding residents of New
Orleans shortly after the
devastation of Hurricane Katrina.

I

first met Deb many years ago at a NORWAC
conference. We quickly hit it off and became fast
friends. Deb even lived in my home state of Montana.
We talked on the phone often, our topics always revolving
around, what else, but astrology!

Deb passed away on November 16,
2009 of a heart condition. Everyone
who knew Deb will feel her loss. I
feel it every day. She was a very
special person and beautiful soul. I
know she is in a place of peace and
happiness. And I hope she is
cracking heaven up with her humor!
Judy Lundquist

Deb and I attended many astrology conferences
together, the most recent one being the OPA
Retreat in 2009 where we were roommates. We
always roomed together, me being the “night owl
and bathroom hog” and her the “early bird and
ready in 5 minutes gal”, but somehow we made
it work.
Deb’s Gemini humor made her a joy to be
around. Curious like a Gemini, she was always
aspiring to learn more about astrology, people
and other spiritual realms. Deb was a giver, a
good listener and a natural counselor. She had
calmness about her and a soothing, beautiful
voice like a mesmerizing storyteller.
Her fun loving Leo rising always knew where to find the party, and I just
followed her trail! One of those led us inadvertently to a Libertarian party
rally where we got free food and drinks just for listening to a few of their
speakers!
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Deb joined us at Asilomar last fall.
Here she is with fellow members of
Robert Corre’s group.
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Three Business
Benefits of Blogging
“Never fear the want of business.
A man who qualifies himself well for his calling,
never fails of employment.”
— Thomas Jefferson
BY RON ARCHER

I

'm a relatively new practicing astrologer
and most professionals might agree
with me that the biggest challenge in
this stage of my career is to build a client
base. While I have a long way to go I have
found that my website is often the first
touch point for my potential clients. I'd like
to share with you how you can begin to attract more clients using a blog.

Blog 101
For those who are unfamiliar with the
term blog or exactly what this strangely
named thing is I will start with a simple
definition. A blog is a type of website that
has built-in functions to let you easily add
or update the content (text, images, etc.)
without having to understand html. Most
blogs work like a diary- with entries that are
listed by the date they were posted on the
site. This web "log" or record of postings
was shortened to blog.
A blog is also mostly synonymous with
the term "content management system"
(aka CMS), because
both are used to add or
change ("manage") the
content on a website.
A CMS tends to be
more complicated and
used by larger organizations and companies
who often have multiO P A
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ple people or groups updating one website.
Many modern websites are built on blog
software because most of it is free to use,
easy to customize, and offers "out-of-thebox" functionality, so little technical skill is
necessary. Sites created purely in html must
be updated using html; whereas sites built on
a blog platform (and there are many kinds)
can be updated by anyone using a simple
web interface that provides a place to type a
title and the content along with basic formatting options for headings, bold text, etc.
A blog can be an asset to your business by
helping you to attract new clients, because
most consumers are using the internet to
search for products and services. And this
trend will only increase in the future.

Blogging
for Astrologers
Here I offer three ways in which blogging
can help to benefit your business:
1. A blog can help to increase your
visibility
A blog can help you gain more visibility
because the new and relevant content that
you add to your site helps to increase your
ranking in the search engines. And the more
you can refine that content to get the best
ranking you can is called search engine optimization, or SEO.
I don't remember that last time I used the
Yellow Pages to find a restaurant or service
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provider. Having access to the internet at
home and on our phones has made the
process of searching for information ubiquitous and easy. But because of the volumes of
information out there it can be hard to separate the wheat from the chaff.
This is where search engines come in. By
applying a special algorithm, or formula, to
the content of a web page a search engine,
like Google, can rank the relevance of that
page, based on the unique words found on
the page, links within the page to similar
content, and dozens of other factors, in
order to more accurately match the potential results to what you're searching for.
You can increase your visibility on the
search engine results page by appearing
closer to the top of the list. And the closer
you are to the top of the list the more visitors you're likely to get. And as business
people we ultimately want to turn visitors
into leads into clients.
Remember that SEO is a collection of
techniques that, when applied to a website,
can help to improve the ranking of the website and ultimately your website's visibility.
2. A blog can help to increase your
credibility
Blogging can increase your credibility as a
professional in a number of ways.
First, a visually appealing website with current information sends a message to your site
visitors (those folks we would like to convert
to paying clients) that you're on the ball.
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How often have you visited a website only to
see the phrase "last updated October 2003"
somewhere on the page?
Frankly, it's disappointing
for anyone who thinks
you're site can provide the
help he or she needs only
to find the site dusty and
woefully out of date.
This is where the
blogging software comes in
handy- because content can be updated easily and from virtually anywhere
(I can even do it from my iPhone).
Second, by sharing your knowledge of astrology with non-astrologers through blog
articles you can begin to establish yourself
as someone who knows a good deal about
the topic. And by creating engaging and
topical content for the lay-person to use is
one way of building credibility with your
audience.
3. A blog can help you to get more
clients
By increasing your visibility in the search
engines and establishing your credibility as
a professional, your website will have the
potential to generate more clients for you.
The trick is to turn your site visitors into
leads and then into clients. How does one
turn a visitor into a lead? Some of your content should contain clear calls to action (I
say some because I don't believe in being
too pushy or appear that I'm solely focused
on sales- although my Taurus partner encourages me to act otherwise).

A lead can show interest in a number of
ways and your website should help the visitor
satisfy that interest. One way might be
to offer a free newsletter. When the
visitor submits her email address to
receive the newsletter I consider this
person a lead. She wants to know more
and through my newsletter I now have
the opportunity to give her the information she needs in order make a decision to contact me.

Selecting the Right
Blog Software for You
Your comfort level with technology is an
important consideration when selecting either blogging software or a free or paid
blogging service. It can be relatively easy to
set up a blog even if you have an existing
website and if you're in the process of developing your own website you may want to
consider including one even if you're unsure
how to use it to its full potential right now.
You'll be glad you did down the line.
Blogs are important pieces to your astrological practice because they not only provide a means for you to express yourself and
share information with clients and visitors
but they can also provide meaningful benefits to your bottom line.
If you'd like more information about how
to start a blog or improve your existing blog
and its content you can contact me at
ron@techastrologer.com or visit me at
www.techastrologer.com

For more information
about blogs you can visit:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blog
http://articles.sitepoint.com/article/
blog-software-smackdown-review
http://www.wordpress.org
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P r e s i d e n t ’s R e p o r t
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1]

May. The current board is hard working and quite harmonious. OPA has
always had a very dedicated, talented,
and hardworking board.
We have so many members in
Florida that have traditionally been
supportive of our OPA programs; we
will doubtless have a one day workshop here. We haven’t been able to fit
it on the schedule just yet.
Every summer the OPA group
leaders get together on Martha’s
Vineyard, at the home of Arlan
Wise. We will meet this year on June
3rd to the 7th. This is an opportunity
for us to run the retreat in peer supervision format for ourselves. Also,
we get a chance to run through the
particulars for this coming retreat as
well as plan the general outline for
the next year’s retreat.
We keep working on the retreat for
the fall. October 20th 2010 at Asilomar, California will be a wonderful
event. The first day of the retreat is
blessed to have a lively discussion
about how the concept of fate directly
affects our practice. There will be
talks in the morning by Monica
Dimino, Glenn Perry, Bob Mulligan, Sandra-Leigh Serio, Maurice
Fernandez….In the afternoon we
will have a panel on the same topic
and then an open forum. The rest of
the program keeps coming into focus
and this promises to be our best retreat ever.
Something interesting happened to
me. A student of mine asked for a refund on classes that she paid for but
didn’t take…sounds like a reasonable
request…However, she started taking
the classes by correspondence in
1994, sixteen years ago. And, I hadn’t
heard from her since that year. What
would you do? I sent her the begin[CONTINUED ON PAGE 17]
ning material
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Many professional astrologers have said that
this work is the most valuable educational
experience they have ever received.

Astrology
at Work

Enhance your life as a professional astrologer! Experience OPA’s
field-tested methods for improving your practice. This day is
perfect for the seasoned professional as well as beginners.
10 AM -1 PM

3 hours of interactive instruction that will teach you:
• Ways to attract and keep clients
• How to manage your practice

Take Your Astrology
Practice to the
Next Level
PRESENTED BY

ROBERT CORRE
JACQUELINE JANES

• How to use technology to improve your efficiency
2 PM – 5:30 PM

3 hours of peer review work in which:
• You will be able to explore a problematic case history in a
safe environment
• You will be guided through a group process which will
strengthen your understanding of how astrologers can help each
other
• You will meet other astrologers who share your interests

ARLAN WISE
The Organization for
Professional Astrology

This process reveals how OPA works.

Join us for a powerful
transformational workshop
June 12, 2010 in Manchester, CT
Workshop to be held at The Center for Progressive Therapies

To Register: Call Arlan Wise 508-645-9292
or email arlanw@vineyard.net
Cost $75. Preregistration required. Register early; space is
limited. You save $100 on the OPA retreat in Asilomar, CA,
October 20-23rd, 2010.
Find out more about OPA
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Economy, Ecology, & Kindness
WORLD ECONOMY & ASTRO-CYCLES 1984-2024
What are the real causes and lasting solutions
to our current crises?
A BOOK REVIEW
BY ARLAN WISE

R

oy Gillett has
once again
written
thoughts and ideas
for the future with
his usual Aquarian
flair. In this volume,
which can be seen as a second in a series, he
continues the line of thought he laid down
in Astrology and Compassion, the book he
wrote in 2007. Through the lens of his superior astrological knowledge, Roy shows
how we can create a positive future and offers suggestions for how to get there.
The book is divided into three main segments of past, present, and future. After explaining the meaning of astro-cycles, Roy
gives a detailed explanation of how they
have been influential in world events. He
begins with a description of world economic
failures before 1984, and shows in great detail what happened between 1984-2008.
He then discusses the current situation and
brings us up to 2024. He offers two scenarios of how the astro-cycles may work in the
future, depending on how we behave and
work with them.
Roy’s understanding of the basis of Bud-
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dhism underlies this book as it did in Astrology and Compassion. His solution for
world recovery depends on an economy
based on kindness.
“In a truly sustainable economy all interests
need to work in harmony: whether the wealth is
going up or down becomes irrelevant…. to harm
others for commercial gain would be brute vandalism…..To harm the environment would be
seen as no different to a physical assault on another human being, the only acceptable exchange
measure would represent genuine giving and
taking…..Benefit would be measured in terms of
ecological, human, and social need, as well as the
materials and work involved in production.”
Roy explains that the years when the
Jupiter, Uranus, Chiron, and Neptune transited in idealistic Aquarius were a good time
to consider how to switch to this new gold
standard of behavior. When Pluto enters
Aquarius in 2024 we want to be ready to
embrace this new way of living. He warns
that if we don’t, the future may truly resemble Orwell’s picture of 1984 with a couple of
superpowers waging constant war with each
other all over the planet.
This book reminded me of Dane Rudhyar’s attempt to set out a workable global
future in his book, The Planetarization of
Consciousness. Roy’s ideas echo Rudhyar’s
concept of an “ethics of wholeness”. Like
Rudhyar, Roy is presenting a new way for
man to live on Earth with peace and benefit for all. Rudhyar wrote his ideas in 1970
and in the ensuing 39 years Roy has seen
how the world has changed. He has seen
the astro-cycles working out in reality
where Rudhyar could only imagine how
they would play out.
Roy shows great respect for Saturn, as he
honors the co-ruler of his sign. Without
Saturn, the Aquarian vision cannot happen.
Saturn shows us history so we can earn by
our mistakes. Saturn gives us the ability to
“ …understand the harsh realism of Saturnian monetarism. If you wish to do as
you like, you must be ready to accept and
suffer the very worst consequence if you are
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OPA MEMBER & GROUP LEADER,
ROY GILLETT
wrong …. Spend and work economicallyresult happiness. Spend to maximize profit
and work excessively-result misery.”
Saturn will help us create Roy’s positive
future by giving us the discipline to make
hard choices.
This is an important book. It gives information about astro-cycles that is helpful in
working with and educating clients. It
shows you how to protect your own assets
by understand these astro-cycles. Roy is asking us to bring forward the best of human
nature and to accept the big change of attitude that his vision requires. Roy gives us
two futures and shows us how each one can
come about. Read this book and learn how
you can do your part to make certain that
the future is a positive one.
Both books are available direct from
www.crucialastrotools.co.uk, from
Amazon or can be ordered from your local
bookseller.
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I Didn’t Know
How Hungry I Was…
Until I Was Being Fed
BY KAREN WHITE

T

hen I discovered I
was ravenous and
wanted even
more! I’m talking about
the Peer Group Supervision experience I had
on Saturday, April 10th, in California
hosted by the gracious Dvora in her lovely
Calabasas home.

Pull Up A Chair
Imagine having about five other astrologers listen intently while you tell them
about a particularly difficult or puzzling
reading you had with a client. A reading
that left you feeling uneasy, guilty, puzzled,
angry, or worst of all, incompetent and out
of your depth. A couple of the astrologers
ask you clarifying questions and then you sit
back and listen to what each astrologer has
to say about your experience. Braced for
criticism, what you hear instead is encouragement, empathy, advice, confirmation,
laughter. With each word, you feel a place
inside you fill up that you didn’t even
KNOW was empty, and
your whole body relaxes.
Then it’s another astrologer’s turn to tell
about their uncomfortable client experience,
and you have the deep
pleasure of listening and
giving back. The group leader, (Bob Mulligan in this case, who kept us all laughing
and eager to learn more), keeps everyone on
course, asks questions, makes comments,
starts off the meeting with his own story,
and guides the group to make sure everyone
has a chance to share.
O P A
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How Was I Fed?
First of all, I felt seen, heard, understood
and relieved. The suggestions I received were
confirmation of many of my own thoughts,
and a situation that had been bugging me for
over a year was resolved. I even got a little
“script” I could use with the particular client I
had shared about. Furthermore, I was able to
see what mistakes I had made with another
client that I didn’t even talk about. I felt
more clear on what I did that WASN’T effective, what I did that WAS effective and
had direction on what to do in the future, all
of which boosted my confidence.
Finally, being able to give feedback to another astrologer was satisfying in itself, because I got a chance to use my own
experience and expertise to be supportive,
which brings up the point that it’s a lot easier to see another person’s issues than it is to
see my own. Having other astrologers to
talk to when I’m too close to something is
invaluable.

Not Quite Enough
As practicing astrologers, we all know that
doing readings, consultations, or sessions
(pick the word you like), means connecting
with the client in order to be helpful and effective, without the client or yourself being
harmed in any way. Sometimes though,
things don’t go as well as planned and we
really wish we had someone to compare
perceptions with and to get some objectivity. Maybe it’s not confined to one particular
consultation with a client, but the relationship itself feels off. It could be you unintentionally crossed a boundary (the
dual-relationship is an especially easy mistake to make), and are now having problems
because of it, or maybe you feel manipulated
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by a client, and are not sure if it’s just your
imagination or how to handle it if you are
being manipulated. Sometimes, in fact,
being an astrologer and talking to clients
about their lives, can feel pretty risky when
we don’t know for sure how to navigate the
pitfalls. Clients often think we are god-like,
or “psychic” and take anything we say very
seriously (even if you ARE psychic, the
client’s expectation of what that means can
be very different than the reality of it).

A Little Indigestion
I’ve had the uneasy experience of having a
client tell me I said something to them that
I don’t even remember saying. It’s even
more disturbing to hear that what I don’t
remember having said, they’ve remembered
and thought about for YEARS! Yikes. My
point being, with this kind of responsibility,
we can really use some support, and with
little guidance available to us in the field, it’s
easy to make mistakes, to second-guess
yourself constantly or get too stressed out to
be effective.
Though you may be solitary and fiercely
independent by nature, having community
that you can share your often lonely professional challenges with, is a deep blessing.
The great thing is, the TYPE of astrology
you practice matters not one whit, so there
is no competing and comparing.

Table Manners
The format is simple:
1. Talk only about readings that have already
taken place, thereby preventing the meeting
from becoming about getting free readings
or free astrological instruction. We can help
each other this way if we want to, of course,
just not in this setting.
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2. You have to have at least a basic understanding of astrology and to be actively giving readings or counsel to people based on
astrology charts.
3. There needs to be a leader who has been
OPA certified to keep the meeting on
course, ask the right questions, and to make
sure that everyone gets a chance to share.
4. Everything about clients is strictly confidential, no names are spoken and the client
names on the charts are blacked out. We
even go so far as to not share a chart about
someone who is a public figure that can be
recognized by their chart. This part of the
meeting is not ever recorded.
5. The feedback we give each other is
positive and helpful in nature. No attacking
or belittling allowed. Suggestions and advice
can be offered, but not forced on anyone.
6. The group stays small, from 5 to 8
people, and it can be an open group or a
closed group that opens up to new people
once a year.
If you’ve ever been involved in a group
process before such a Mastermind Group,
Toastmasters, any of the 12-Step programs,
or group therapy, you know how magically
effective they can be. The group spirit takes
over and every member grows faster and
goes farther than they ever could on their
own. With the Peer Group Supervision
experience, a large portion of the pleasure is
that you get to speak astro-babble as much
as you want to and everyone gets it!

Is It To Your Taste?
If you’re wondering if you and your practice could benefit from the Peer Group Supervision experience, don’t take my word for
it, try it out for yourself. You don’t have to go
back for seconds if you don’t like it. But I
believe that, like it did for me, it will fill you
up as it whets your appetite for more.
For more details on how it works and why
this kind of model, see Bob Mulligan’s article
on the next page.
To find out when and where the next one
will be, go to www.professionalastrology.org. For an extended OPA experience, attend the retreat coming up in
October, 2010! Details on page 18.

“It was as good
an experience
as I have ever
had in a peer
group. I’m
always
reminded how
much we can learn from each
other and how instructive it is
to hear how other astrologers
approach their work. The OPA
model is inspiring in these
ways.” — Gisele

About the Author: Karen has been a serious student of astrology for 17 years, practicing
part-time and is in the process of transiting to full-time. As a member of OPA, she practices
Traditional Western Horary and Vedic Astrology using the Tropical Zodiac. For the past
11 years she has also been doing Graphic Design, Marketing and Copywriting, and will
be translating these skills as the Director of Marketing for OPA. She can be reached for
astrological or marketing consultations at 714-754-6443, or email her at
karen@divinetimeastrology.com. Visit her website at www.divinetimeastrology.com.

“None of us is as smart as all of us.” — Ken Blanchard

The workshop
was held at
OPA member,
Dvora Weil’s
home.

“The day was helpful on a spiritual, psychological
and practical level. I left feeling nurtured as well as
welcomed into a community that I knew had to be
out there yet wasn’t sure how to acess and be a part
of. As a new professional I was flailing around in the
dark trying to find my feet by trial and error, and this
workshop and the material you handed out was much needed
guidance. Prior to the workshop I hadn’t really thought about the
type of astrologer I was and found myself in situations where I was
being pushed to work in ways that weren’t comfortable for me (oh
the curse of my people pleasing Libra stellium). The simple
clarification tools you set out were immediately sigh-inducing for
me. I walked away clearer, lighter and armed with the knowledge
that there is support out there.” — Natalie Yacono, Astrologer
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OPA ONE-DAY WORKSHOP OUTLINE
BY BOB MULLIGAN
ecause so many people have asked me
about the one day workshop in Los
Angeles I wanted to share some of
my notes and the handouts for this day.
The morning was divided into three separate yet interconnected discussions: ways to
build a client base, business procedures, and
how to use astrology to improve efficiency.
These three topics cover areas of knowledge in which most astrologers are deficient
in when beginning a practice. Gathering
and implementing these ideas is often the
road to success … As a general rule we
gather this body of knowledge through
studying things other than astrology, talking to other astrologers, and by trial and
error. In OPA we have always tried to prevent having to make every mistake ourselves. So, we like learning from each
other; we share information, our joys and
sorrows, our victories and our mistakes. In
addition to just the empirical sharing of
our experiences, we have always maintained a vigilance when searching out
other forms of knowledge which is necessary or helpful for the practicing astrologer. Yes, we always encourage
continual self improvement of our astrological skills, but there are many fine astrologers who have not been able to earn a
livelihood in their chosen field, despite
technical expertise. This fact is why OPA
has sought to strengthen this ancillary
knowledge during our twenty year history;
we have condensed this information into
the bare essentials for the morning of our
one day workshop.
Very shortly we will make the audio portion of these three morning talks available
for download on our website. And, I will
keep writing about these topics in upcoming
issues of The Career Astrologer.
In the afternoon we did traditional peer
review work starting with the material from

B
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the first day of group work from the retreat.
We will write about this more in following
issues as it is to be the backbone of the OPA
certification process. It is always exciting to
work this way with colleagues. (see Karen
White's Article “I Didn't Know How
Hungry I Was” on page 14.)
Because the third portion of the morning
talk had so much detail in it, I found it useful to put the main points on three handout
sheets. This material on technology is easer
to follow if you have the web references and
such printed out for you.
The following pages were passed out at
the workshop.

accurate, and cheap; astrological software is
cheap, even free ... but it is important that
you still know how a chart is constructed,
know how to read an ephemeris, and understand planetary motion…this is why I still
have all of my students learn horoscope
construction. And, in everyday use, computers give us greater efficiency as well as
greater accuracy.
Computers can be used to: calculate
charts, rectify charts, test hypotheses, try
new techniques, keep client files, and even
change course in the middle of a reading.
Further use of computers: Store records of
initial interviews, research specialty information on the internet about concerns of clients.
Carry a digital recorder so you can make
verbal notes about upcoming appointments.
You can use phones, internet, to talk directly with other astrologers, also to search
out information about upcoming trends in
the big picture. The collective ideas of the
astrological community can be helpful in
forming your own opinions; e.g. almost all
astrologers predicted Obama would win the
election; almost all astrologers were wrong
about the stock market in the fall of 2009.

Recording and
delivering your work
How to Use Technology
to Improve Your Efficiency
Part III - One day workshop
in LA April 10th, 2010
Technology has made our lives as astrologers simpler, but it is easy to get lost in
all of the electronic choices. There are three
areas where technology helps, or potentially
hampers, your ability as an astrologer:
Preparation for work, Recording and delivering your work and Building your practice.

Preparation for work
Very few astrologers actually calculate a
chart by hand anymore; computers are fast,
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Some astrologers do not make recordings
of their sessions, some still use tape players,
but most either burn CD’s or deliver digital
files via the internet.
The best way to get a CD is to have a dedicated machine that directly records to a CD.
The best for the moment is Roland to
record and burn a CD; it costs $669. June
Morrow, Membership Secretary for OPA,
uses this and the internet gives the best reviews for machines in this category. Go to
www.Rolandus.com. Other brands did not
get favorable reviews. Tascam bb1000-cd/sd
recorder sells for $489.99. Marantz cdr300
portable CD recorder sells for $899.99.
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There are often deals on ebay and other
Getting your web site correctly designed
places on the internet ... I found one of
and optimized for web searches is very imthese selling for $599.99.
portant….There are more than 6 billion
Digital recorders give very good sound
people on the planet. Everyone is a potenquality, are relatively inexpensive, and sim- tial client; figure out where your natural
ple to translate to a
clients are…and
file for the internet
use technology to
or to burn a CD. The
reach them.
best digital recorder
Teaching can be
for the money is
done over the inOlympus w-s400-s
ternet: classes and
which sells for $59.
webinars can be
Better is the ds-2300
used to build your
Olympia digital
business:
recorder which sells
OPA Group
Dvora Weil and Karen White
for $199. Sony ICDleader Robert Corre
at our one day workshop.
sx700 sells for $106.99.
suggests reading the
The big drawback with Sony is that it uses reviews of the most popular video conferproprietary software and can’t print CD’s
encing packages on the following websites:
without using third party software.
http://video-chat-im-softwareBelkin voice recorder for ipod costs
review.toptenreviews.com/
$49.99. They work fine, your recorded file
goes directly into itunes. It is easy to then
http://reviews.cnet.com/1990-6454_7print a CD from itunes on your computer.
6212812-1.html
Most astrologers see at least some of their
clients over the telephone. There are teleIf you just want everyone to see what is
phone conferencing services that can be help- on your desktop while you are teaching, the
ful. The best is www.Freeconference.com
most popular source is
which can be used to record a session.
www.Gotomeetings.com for teaching. It
If you want to send your client an mp3
costs $49.00 a month for up to 15 students
file over the internet you will need to use a
or less. I have had consultations with
service that allows you to upload a file that
astrologers who use this to show you the
your client can download. There are many
charts they are looking at while we are
such services. I use www.yousendit.com
talking.
which is free for most services and allows a
Group leader Benjamin Bernstein uses
monthly volume that astrologers would
www.Dimdim.com – which basically does
normally use. They do charge for very large
everything gotomeeting.com does, but it’s
files and for video.
free. Your screen is being broadcasted to
everyone who is signed on. It is good for
Building your practice
teaching.
Your web site is an essential component
Because technology is always changing, it
for building your practice.
is hard to keep up with what might be the
Things that are helpful on your site are:
most efficient ways to run your practice –
testimonials, descriptions of services, policy
Ron Akanowicz (OPA webmaster) writes a
statements, and mission statement. You
tech column in The Career Astrologer giving
might consider having: a calendar of events, us useful hints every issue about where to go
general astrological descriptions, and some
on the internet and how astrologers can use
kind of newsletter or something else that
the most recent innovations in the evolving
changes frequently.
technology.
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P r e s i d e n t ’s R e p o r t
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11]

and she never
got back to me.
It was a puzzling situation
to be in….I
called every member
of the board and discussed this
unique situation, and I spoke with
several group leaders who give instruction regularly. We are so
blessed in OPA to have a spirit of
openness and generosity that we
can freely discuss issues as they
emerge. This is another way in
which we can use our amazing
community of peers to discuss
and improve our practices.
Deb Thompson, our dear
friend and long time OPA member, passed away quite suddenly…
I’ve known Deb for many years;
last year at the retreat I remember
her quite well because she was in
endless debate about coming to
the retreat and we talked much
before hand....then we met at the
airport and went to Asilomar together…we also traveled back together in a rental car to the
airport in San Francisco. We
spent several hours together at the
airport before heading our separate ways back to our homes. She
was a delightful human
being...and yes, we did speak
about her health at the time, but
she seemed unconcerned, even
though we are both astrologers
and there was some difficulties
coming up. When I heard that
Deb passed on, I was so glad that
we had left nothing left unsaid; it
was a good reminder of how short
life really is.
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A s t r O l O g y

r e t r e A t

Take Your Astrology Practice
to the Next Level!
Enhance your professional skills
with the wisdom of our internationally renowned faculty!

Connect with your peers.

Make new friendships with kindred spirits

.

Learn from our world class faculty.

Four full days of as

.
trological immersion

OPA’s unique astrological experience – small enough to bond
with your peers, big enough to expand your horizons!
You’ll emerge with a wealth of new strategies, techniques and ideas
that will enrich your practice for the rest of your professional life.

Our faculty includes: Ani Bettati, Arlan Wise, Monica Dimino,
Maurice Fernadez, Chris McRae, Bob Mulligan, Glenn Perry,
Robert Corre. Sandra Leigh Serio, Gisele Terry, Richard Smoot …
and more!

Asilomar

A tranquil retreat cradled by forests
and white sand beaches.

We’re headed back to Asilomar on
California’s Monterey Peninsula

October 20-23, 2010

Early Bird Pricing
Still Available!

Full track Descriptions & registration at www.professional-astrology.org
Questions? Call OPA Conference Coordinator, Alexandra Karacostas at 530-520-9992
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